Paramount’s Techniseal® Flange & Grid mount luminaires are engineered and built for specific ceilings, therefore they cannot be modified and are NOT interchangeable. Please be sure to check ceiling details before placing an order (or quoting, if possible) so the luminaires Paramount builds will fit correctly, resulting in a successful application.

Paramount's standard Techniseal® Flange Series is designed to seal to the bottom edge of a hard lid or drywall ceiling surface by tightening the adjustable swing bars.

Paramount’s Techniseal® Grid Series is designed to seal to the T-Bar ceiling material. Our standard troffer is built for a 1” (15/16”) T-Bar and requires no grid suffix be added to the part number. If the grid system requires the -G1, -G2, -G4 or -G5 option, please supply the grid manufacturer & model number when ordering.

MODEL NUMBER DESIGNATIONS

- **Standard** = 1” (15/16”) T-Bar (no suffix)
- **G1** = 1 1/2” T-Bar
- **G2** = 2” T-Bar
- **G4** = 1 & 1 1/2” T-Bar
- **G5** = 2” T-Bar with Flush Lens

Note: Special Grids REQUIRE Manufacturer and Model Number